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1900 SW Fourth Ave., Suite 5000 

City of Portland Portland, Oregon 97201 
Telephone: (503) 823-7300 

TDD: (503)823-6868
Historic Landmarks Commission	 FAX: (503) 823-5630 

www.portlandonline.com/bds 

February 10,2010 

Honorable Mayor, Portland City Council Members, 

The Historic Landmarks Commission, charged by City Council to provide leadership and 
expertise on maintaining and enhancing Portland's historic and architectural heritage, 
reviewed the RICAP 5 and Green Ammendments proposal with Bureau of Planning and 
Sustainability at multiple public hearings. We were informed that the Commission is now 
considering a possible amendment option to exempt wind turbines from Historic Review for a 
period of two years. This is a grave transgression to the Landmarks Commission for a number 
of reasons. 

1)	 The Historic Landmarks Commission, along with the Portland Design Commission, helped 
to craft design and historic review exemptions for many green technologies as a part of the 
RICAP 5 package and ca¡efully considered wind turbines at length. The resulting 
recommendation by the Landmarks Commission was that this particular type of "green" 
technologr will likely be the most challenging to review in historic a-reas; 

'2l	 Wind turbines that are visible from the street would not be found approvable in Historic 
Districts in subsequent Historic Reviews. Therefore, the City is sending a mixed signal with 
this amendment option by suggesting that any location could be an appropriate and 
compatible solution in the long term; and 

3)	 Historic buildings and districts with even utemporary' windmill installations could 
jeopardize their historic stature in the district and future opportunities for preservation and 
restoration funding. Additionally, and perhaps most alarmingly, existing or future nationa-l 
register candidates could lose or jeopardize their tax-freeze status with the State Historic 
Preservation Office. 

The Historic Landmarks Commission strongly support the efforts of the Mayor, and the Bureau 
of Planning and Sustainability, to craft policies and code that would make Portland a hub of 
sustainable development. We support many aspects of sustainable development, particularly 
harnessing 'embodied energr" of historic structures and renovating existing historic buildings, 
both of which capture sustainability goals and build economies with local renovation 
workforces. Windmill installations, while a sustainable feature and worthy of achieving many 
sustainable goals, are inherently challenging in historically sensitive areas, and should not be 
exempt from review. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment and your continued commitment and engagement 
on historic preservation matters. 

Sincerely, 

l-!.--_ 

Art DeMuro, Chair 
Historic Landmarks Commission 

Tim Heron, BDS Staff, Portland Design and Landmarks Commission
 
Paul Scarlett, Director of BDS
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ü.LqiåiÌ$s 
Moore-Love, Karla 

From: Richman, Jessica 

Sent: Wednesday, February 10,2010 6:06 PM 

To: Moore-Love, Karla 

Subject: FW: Possible retaining wall language 

Hi, Karla. Could you share this with Council? Thanks. 

From r bebrumm@comcast. net Imailto: bebrumm@comcast. net] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2010 3:23 PM 

To: Richman, Jessica 
Subject: Re: Possible retaining wall language 

Thank you so much for your quick response I think the language works for me.
 
I can only hope it will help others.
 
Betsy Brumm
 
503-281-8573
 

----- Original Message -----
From : "Jessica Richman" <j rich man@ci. portland.or. us>
 
To : "be bru m m@co mcast. net" < beb ru mm@co mcast. net>
 
Sent: Monday, February 8,2010 1:48:07 PM GMT -08:00 US/Canada Pacific
 
Subject: Possible retaining wall language
 

Hi, Betsy. I understand you were looking for the latest version of the language Council might adopt for 
retaining walls. lt's attached. Please give me a call if you have any questions! 

--Jess ica 

Jessíco Richman 

Senior Plonner 

Portlond Bur¿ou of Plonning and Sustainobilily 
503-823-7847 

211112010 
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.1" ffi:.q ii $SMoore-Love, Karla 

From: Ann Kopel [annkopell @gmail.com]
 

Sent: Tuesday, February 09, 2010 9:54 PM
 

To: Moore-Love, Karla
 

Subject: Letter in support of larger ADUs
 

Attachments: ADU city council letter.doc; ATT00001..htm
 

Dear Ms. Moore-Love, 

Attached (and also in the body of this email) is a letter fi'om me and my husband regarding the proposal 
to enlarge the square foot restrictions for Accessory Dwelling Units. 

If this is not a good way to reach the council, I can come to the meeting to read the letter. I have never 
participated in this process and so don't know the proper procedure. I only just found out that this 
proposal was coming up before the council this Thursday at 2:00 pm. 

If I should attend, could you please email me with the building and room where the council meets. 

Thank you so very much for your help with this. 

Best wishes, Ann Kopel and Lee Lancaster 

211012010 
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Ann M Kopel 
William Lee Lancaster 
1253 SE 32nd Place 
Portland, OR97214 

February 9,2010 

Karla Moor-Love 
Council Clerk, Portland's City Council 
kmoore-love@ci. portland.or. us 

To the members of the Portland City Council, 

My husband and I hope you will pass the revision to enlarge the square foot 
requirements for Accessory Dwelling Units in Portland's city limits. We have lived in the 
inner southeast area since 1977 - 33 years and more than half of our lives - and we 
have been in our current house since 1987. 

We are in our mid-sixties. Ann is an adjunct ESL teacher and Lee works for a food co
op. We are people of modest means. There won't be much social security and most of 
our assets are in our home. Yet, unless we do some creative financing, we cannot 
afford to stay in our home and neighborhood. The cost of maintaining our large home is 
too much, but we can't'downsize' into to something smaller and stay in the 
neighborhood because there wouldn't be enough left over from the sale of our house to 
supplement our social security. 

We are hoping that by changing our basement into an apartment for us to live in and 
then renting the part we now occupy for income and household maintenance, we can 
downsize, yet stay in the home and neighborhood we love. The proposed ADU size 
increase is still less than the square footage of our basement, but it provides a more 
livable space for us. ln our home, the larger square footage allowance will not change 
the appearance of the existing structure or affect the neighborhood. 

Allowing more flexibility in the creation of Accessory Dwelling Units promotes higher 
density without degrading our communities, and at the same time, increases the options 
for homeowners. 

We hope that you will allow for the larger ADU square footage and help us stay in our 
home. 

Sincerely, 

Ann M Kopel and Wm Lee Lancaster 
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ATTACHMENT B ¡ ¿: :¡, :.' $rv t''td 
Extended Eaves in Setbacks - Pro & Con 

Plus Additional lnformation 

Pro 

Weather and moisture protection. 
- Prevents rain from directly hitting windows and doors, and seeping into the interior of walls 
through gaps between materials. 
- Prevents mold growth by reducing water penetration. 
- Helps to keep water away from the foundation, preventing basement leaks and structural 
failures. 
- Helps extend the life of paint, siding and other exterior materials. 
- A study in British Columbia found a direct correlation between the length of the eave overhang 

and the reduced probability of rain-related building damage. (Source: Building Science Digest) 

Reduces summertime energy usage, 
- Deeper eaves offer more shading on windows and south-facing walls in the summer, reducing 
the building's heat gain. 
- Reduces the amount of air conditioning or other cooling needed to keep the building 
comfortable. Many new homes in Portland have air conditioning, which is having a growing 
impact on our energy use. 
- The second largest energy load in a typical U.S. home (behind space heating) is the space 
cooling load. Electrical lighting is fourth. (Source: US Dept. of Energy) 
- As our climate becomes warmer this will be an increasing concern. The percentage of home 
energy use that will be used for space cooling is estimated to increase by a full percentage point 
by 2020. (Source: US Dept. of Energy) 

Cons istent with Portland arch itectu ral style. 
- A key feature of the Portland bungalow style is a deep eave. 
- Most homes in Portland built between 1890 and 1930 feature eaves between 18" and 24" deep, 
often with setbacks of 3 to 5 feet. 
- Deep eaves are common in the Pacific Northwest because of their known ability to protect 
buildings from the wet weather. 
- Extending the eaves on an existing house is impractical, so this code option would likely only be 
utilized by new construction, so it will limited effect on developed Portland neighborhoods. 

Gonsistent with green building standards. 
- Deeper eaves are recognized by green builders as a simple, cost effective way to increase the 
durability and extend the life of building materials. 
- LEED for Homes, Earth Advantage and the National Homebuilders Green Building Standard all 
award points toward certification for building with deeper eaves. 

Greates options for builders. 
- Currently one way to have extended eaves is to move the building back a foot from the side 
property lines, however doing this prohibits the use of economical, oftthe-shelf plan sets that are 
designed to fit on standard width lots (ie. 40 foot wide houses for 50 foot wide lots). 
- Requesting an adjustment or increasing the building setbacks to allow for extended eaves 
makes a low-cost building measure much more cosGprohibitive. 
- Builders will not be required to extend their eaves, but allowing them to use this option will 
encourage more to consider it. 

- lmproving the longevity of buildings will help reduce the risk of liability for builders. 
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Perceived Con 

More roof area increases the amount of impervious surface. 
Although extending the eaves will result in more roof surface area, it will not increase the amount 
of impervious surface, since eaves do not prevent rain water from reaching the ground. Similar to 
an umbrella, eaves redirect the water away from the building, but do not to prevent the water from 
reaching the ground. 

Deeper eaves will result in more energy use, because they will cut off naturâl daylight, 
requiring the need to use more electric light. 
There are many factors beside eave length that could effect how much ambient light (or 
"skylight") reaches the interior of a house, including the location, orientation and size of the 
windows, the height of the structure, and the location of neighboring structures and adjacent 
vegetation. However, based on our latitude and climate, Portland averages about 725 foot 
candles of exterior daylight at any given time on an overcast day. The IESNA (llluminating 
Engineering Society of North America) recommends a general interior lighting level of between '10 

and 50 foot candles for residential use, which is generally achievable using natural daylight even 
with exterior obstructions. 

|n2002, the City of Portland gave a Green lnvestment Fund (GlF) grant for the "Rose House", an 
800 s.f. accessory dwelling unit designed by SERA Architects. The single story house included 2 
foot deep eaves, so SERA developed a daylight study to help determine if this would limit interior 
daylighting (excerpt attached). The study predicted that the amount of daylight on an overcast 
day would still exceed the IESNA recommendations. Following construction, actual 
measurements in the field have verified that IESNA standards were exceeded, even with the two 
foot overhangs. 

lf adopted, building with extended eaves will be an option, not a code requirement. So if a
 
designer is concerned about the amount of available natural light due to site constraints or other
 
existing obstructions, they can opt to design with a shorter eave.
 

Deeper eaves will cast more shadows on the house next door.
 
BPS prepared a shadow analysis showing how deeper eaves affect adjacent structures. This
 
analysis found that even with a standard 1 foot eave, the adjacent house is not in direct sunlight
 
for the majority of the year. The only time that a deeper eave results in more shadow cast on the
 
adjacent structure is during the peak of the summer months, when this cooling would actually be
 
a benefit to the neighboring house.
 

Deeper eaves on my neighbor's house willshed water into my basement.
 
It is the role of the gutters, not the eaves to direct stormwater to a disposal point. lf gutters are
 
not maintained well, or are not functioning properly, then water hitting the roof will shed into the
 
side setbacks no matter the depth of the eave.
 

There may be some safety concerns related to deeper eaves.
 
Having longer eaves on a roof can create an area directly below the eave where light levels are
 
slightly lower, but on a typical house this shadowed area would not reach the ground. Therefore,
 
providing deeper eaves would not create any low-light conditions on the ground that would
 
encourage crime.
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Bu¡lding Scienc€ Digest 0'13 

T'his holistic state-r¡f-the-art by the three
D's: Deflection, Drai ncxt t¡¡ee 

1. Deflection 

defirúng t:he rain rthat a building is 

of wind-clrìven 
hoons can have exposure conclitions. 

this type of cLirnate good raìn for enclosurc walls, 
rain depositcd on walls be signiFrcandy rer good clcsign and sidng. 

f'he fitst linc of is thc siting of - exposure to the drivirtg 
.landscaping, ancl by lowc¡ 

builcling dcsigns (i.e., bungalorvs), 

Thc shape ofthe roofand.overhangs also have a critical jrnpact. lì'ield measuretnents 

[1] and cornputer modelling [2] Irave shown that overhangs ancl pcakcd roofs reduce 

rain dcposition by approximate\' 50%, A dmragc surucy of wood frmc buildings in 
Ilritish Columbia [3[ found rhat the sizc of a l:uildings overhang corrcìated dirccdy 
with the probabíIty of rain-rclated damage (Figue 1). 
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Figure 1: Wall problems as a funclion of thè overhang size from a lield survey 

Pcaked roofs and overhangs protcct a wdl from rain by shaclowing and redirccling 
airflow Qìigure 2). Iìipped roofs provì<ìe an opportunity to sheìter the walls from rain 
on a.ll four sides of the buildrng and also increase tbe resistancc to damage during high 
winds. 
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.t 2010 Resld€ntlal Energy End'Use SPI¡ls, by Fuel Typo (Quadrrlllon atu) 

Natural Fuel Other Renw, sife Slle Prlmary Primâry 
Gas alj LPG Fuelll) E!Jl?) Electrìc Total _EcIçgE Elêclric 13) Tolal _Per.cglt

paæ Heatirrg (4) 3.57 0,66 0.24 0.09 0.44 0.37 1, 15 6.16127.6%,

pa@ c@líng 0.00 0.79 2,48 2Á8ß1,\!/t1
/at€¡ Hsat¡ng 1.08 0.05 0,38 1.63 1.20 z.¿s'Ìî.M. [3
Ìght¡ng 0.72 0.72 2.26 2.26itf.:i!_l"'i 

efrigeÉtlon (5) 0.45 0,45i: 1.41 i,41 ir,'i6i3t;ì 

0.38 D 45' 1.19 1.27'.i,;5lu 
lectronics (7) 0,3s 0.39 1.23 1 .23 : 5.50/o'. r_I
æking 0.22 0.11 0,36r1 0.34 0,60.:.2:.7?l; 

ompute6 0.10 0,10:. 0.30 0.30;t:l:L?"hl 
Ith€r l8) 0.00 0.16 0.00 1.26 1 3.97 4.1 3 ;:i8ì5"/;: 

otal J 

/et Clean (6) 0,07 

ffi 1r54 22.27::7Íiî?h, 

ote(s): 1)Kerasenô(0.08quad)ondæal(O.Olquad)âieãssumdâftrlbutabÍolospacohoating.2)Comprisodofrcodspaæh€ãting 
(0.44 quad), solar wato¡ hoating (0.02 qusd), g€olhermal spaco h€ating (less than 0.01 quad), and solar PV (less 'lhan 0.01 quâd) 

3)Si¿e-to-sou@€lælridtyconvoFion(duotoOsnerêlionândtrânslssfonlosses)=3.14.4 ) lncludcstumaæf6n6(0,19quÊd) F 
5) lncludes rêfr)geralore (1.'fG quad) and fæszors (0.25 quad). 6) lnclud€s clothês wâsh6É (0, Í 0 quad), natuEl gas clothes dryeß s 
(0,07 quad), elæt.ic clolhos dryoF (0.80 quad), and dishwashoF (0,29 quad), Dæs not lnclude wa(sr h€aling energy. 7) lncludes ül 
ooìor tetovlEion (1.23 quad). B) Includes small el€çlrio dev¡cos, hoating olononls, motoF, w¡mmlilg pool heate6, hol tub healoß, 

outdoorgrills, 9nd nâtuEl gas outd@r lfghlìng. . 

ourcol6ì: El^.tuNdEßwouÍæk2m8.Msr.2m8,TablosA2,p.117-l19,Tabl€A4,p.122123sndTabloA17,p.143-144 

2020 by 

Natural Fuel other Rênw, sÍo PrÌmary õ--ì 
Gas gil LPG Fu€ll1l En.(21 El€ctr¡c Elêct.ic l3) ;<t 

HBâtlng (4) 3.83 0.65 0.24 0.09 0.41 0.40 5,61 

Coollng 0,00 0.91 0.91 

H€ãtfng 1,15 0.08 0.05 0.42 r.zs:ì 1.31 ü a 
'1.580.51 0.51 ,'-1':4 N 
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1) Korosno (0,08 quad) Énd æal (0,01 quad) â16 assumod atlrlbutable lo spâcs hÊaüng. 2)Compdsed of @d spa@ hoaling ñ 
(0.40 qusd), solarwatêr heatlng (0.03 quâd), geolhermâl space h€aling (0.01 quad), and 8olâr PV (less thân 0.01 quad). 

3) slfe ìo'sourco slsctridty ænvoE¡on (duo to goneÉllon and lransmlsslon loss€s) = 3 11 4) lncludos fumæê lâns (0 23 qÙâd) -l 
5) tnctudes refrigeralors (1.14 quad) ând fr€sz€rs (0.29 quod). 6) Includos @lor tclovis{on (1.33 quad), 7) lnclûdos clolhBs wash8rs 

(Ò,00 quad), nâtu¡âl gas clolhes dryeF (0.09 quad), oloc{rio olôtheô dryeß (o.84 quad), and dishwasheß (0.30 quad). Dæs not includ€ 

watoÍ hoãling energy. 8) lncludes small elsclrlè devlæs. heal¡ôg olomonls, motoß, swiñming pool heat€rs. hot tub heÐlcrs, ouldør 
grills, and naturaf gas out&or llghling. 
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The Rose House 
A Net Energy Home 

Type of spqçe DF (%) A*lAr l%l 

Art studios, altars (if strong
 
emphasis is daslred) 4.ô 20,30
 

' Leboratorles (€.g., work benches) 3 16 
General off¡css, banks (e.9,. typing 

accountingl, classrooms. gymna. 
siums, wimming pools 2 lO 

Lobbies, loungcs. llvlng rooms 1 5 
Corr¡dors, bed¡ooms 0,5 2.6 

FIGURE TWOI 

To perform a more detailed calculation, ¡t is necessary to determine the amount of exterior illumi
nation avaìlable on a site. 

The amount of daylighi available on a site can be determined by tâking a series of measurements 
throughout the year on the site or it cân extrapolàted based ori lat¡tude, and sky condition, Cli 
mate datè, typically available from NOAA, gives the percentage of clear, partly cloudy and cloudy 
days, a particular location has for each season. For a predominately overcast climate, such as we 
have in Oregon, windôws are generally sized for the ôvercast condition, with direct sun excluded 
ìn areas where sensitive täsks occur. Data from clear summe[ clear spring and clear winter days is 

also included to determine the range of illumination expected, 

For lhis purposes of this evàluat¡on, graphs predicting the exterior illuminat¡on avâilâble at a spec¡fic 
lâtitude, time of year and sky condìtion were used. 
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The Rose House 
A Net Energy Home 

KOOm typ.tnt. iltumrnalr0n typ. ilrL-,¡luilìiltd(¡uil ryp. rnrenor ryp tnle flor 
on Clear Summcr ol Clear Spring / Fall lllumination ôf llluminât¡on on anæåtcf.à \
Day Day Cleär W¡nter Day Overcasl Day'4t,J\"- Lìvrng lloom 140 1( 128 T 10/ r( a I ÎC 
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EA'TL
 

The lllumination Engineering Society häs the followÍng recommendat¡ons for light levelsl 
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FIGURE THREE3 

Quântitative meãsurements such the analysis we performed seek to provided a specific targeted 
illumination levef . Howevet qualily of light is at least as ¡mportant âs quânÎ¡ty of illumination in how 
we perceive a space, We do not see light in absolute foot-candle values. lnslead, our perceptìon 

of a space's bríghtness ìs relative to its surroundings. lhe quality of light, the evenness ol the light 
distribution and avoiding glâre contr¡bute much more to the overall perception of the space. 

S'URA
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Moore-Love, Karla 

From: HOOFF Rian [HOOFF.Rian@deq.state.or.us]
 

Sent: Monday, February 01,2010 2:39 PM
 

To: Moore-Love, Karla
 

Cc: Lisa DeBruyckere; Sears, Tricia (PLN)
 

Subject: Testimony for Feb 3, 2010: lnvasive Plant Policy and Regulatory lmprovement Project 

Attachments : Regl m provementProject_OlSCtestimony_Feb20 1 0. pdf 

Written testimony for Wednesday's hearing attached. 

Rian v. Hooff 
Vice-Chair 
Oregon lnvasive Species Council 

2/2t2010 
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Õrsc 
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Coordination, Prevention, Ecìucatiou, and Collaboratiorr 

Fcbruary 3, 2010 

City of Po:rtlancl 
Councíl Clerk 
1221 S\ø 4'ù Avenue, lìoom i40 
Iìortlancl, Ol\97204 

Ma¡zot and Council membcrs: 

I am here toclay on behalf of the Oregon Invzsive Species CouncíI, a consorúum of fecleral, state, 

local, and tribal governrneflts, nonprofìt otganization.s, academic insdrudons, ancl in<fustry 

represental.ives, ir: suppott of the fnvasir"e Plant Policy and lìeglrlatory Imptovement Ptoiect, 'Ïhe 

missiorr of our Council is to keep invasive species out of Oregon, inform the public, and to control 
c;i eraclicate those that âttempt t<> becc¡me est¿blishecl. 

..\s you knorl', onr Council has bccn suppor:tive of thc Cir,v of Pc¡rtlancl's effotts tltrring th.c past 

scvcr:al ycârs to adchcss th.e thleat tlmt i¡rvasi'ç'cr specics posc to ()regon's cconomy, etlvitonmettt, 
aud thc quality of life of its citizens. Because of the magnitude of this thteat arrd the need to 
maintaín and restore healthy watersheds, the Oregon Invasive Species Council suppotted the 

implementation of your Invasive Plant Management Suategy last year. This sttategy wül ultimately 
recluce invasive plants on almost half of the public land withrn the City. In addition, the Sttategy 

effectively articulates a number of critical elenrents, including code and policy changes, ouûeach and 

education efforts, stakeholder coordjnation, conttol and restoration priotities, wildíue risk teduction, 

protecrion of the best parks habitat, eady detection and rapid response, and working widr 
landowners. 

The Regulatory Improvement Program is a key step in successfully implernenring the Invasive Plant 
Management Strategy because it updates the Pottland Plant List and improves invasive plant control 
in developrnent and non-development situations by updatìng the Zoning Code and Property 

Maintenance Regulations, Both of these activities selve to ptovide additional guidance on invasive 

specìes, create oire priority Nuisance Plants List by consolidatíng sevetal lists, clarify existing zoning 
regulations, add an important standard that requiles temoval c¡f nuisance plants, and established 

rules requiring priority species on the Nuisance Plants List to be etadicated ftom a propefty. This 
cc¡mbfuration of education and outreach with regulatory mechanisms is both creative and ptoactive, 
and once again, will serve as a rnodel for munìcipalities thtoughout dre United States, 



I also want to commend you on the worlç. you are doing to consicler adopuon of an invasive animal 
strâtegy for the City. The recent completion of an assessment of terrestri¿l and aquatic invasive 
animal species in the City will lay the groundwork for futthet developrnent of a draft policy with 
stakeholders. Both the Invasive Plant Management Strategy and the potenual invasive animal 
sttategy will heþ to ensure full implernentation of the Portland Süatershecl Management Plan. 

The Otegon Invasive Species Council fully supports you.r policy review and Regulatory 
Imptovement Project and is pleased to be â partner in this larger coordinated effort. Our Council is 
available at time to assist you in furthering we consider to be a very high priority program

^ny "vhatfor thc City. 

'l'hank you for your contributìon to Oregon's invasive species prevention efforrs. 

Sinccrely, 

øÁ4,4 
Rian l-Ioof{ \tcc-Chair 
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Moore-Love. Karla 

From: McKinney, Susan 
Sent: Monday, January 11,2010 1:00 PM 
To: Moore-Love, Karla 
Subject: [Attachment was removed] City Council Mtg. - Retaining Walls 

Hi Karla - Sorry for the delay in responding to you; I've been in sunny Kauai and just returned today to find your e-mail. 
Attached is an e-mail chain that includes (middle one) the response referred to in your e-mail of 116110. Hope its not too 
late! 

Happy New Year 

Susan 

----Original Message-----
From: Mark & Annette Bendinelli [mailto:bendinelll@mac.com] 
Sent:Tuesday, November 10, 2009 9:43 AM 
To: McKinney, Susan 
Cc: Frugoli, Sheila; Torgerson, Leanne 
Subject: Re: Urgent question re: LU09-1644664D 

Dear Ms. McKinney, 

Thank you for your reply. We appreciate that you took the time to work on this in Sheila's absence, and also appreciate
 
the amount of investigating you did to provide us with a timely and thorough answer. Unfortunately, it was not the answer
 
we had hoped for.
 

As of today, seven more neighbors have expressed concern and asked to have their names added to those opposing the
 
wall. They include Jim & Julie Doherty, Jana & Mitch Rofsky, Teresa Baldwin, Julie Vacura and Whitney Boise. We now
 
have a total of 21 homeowners who feel that the wallwill have a highly negative effect on our street. ln addition, the
 
Alameda Neighborhood Association has supported our position in a letter to Sheila. lt's tough to accept that we have no
 
recourse on this issue, and we are frustrated to say the least. We each have an investment--both monetarily and
 
emotionally--in our neighborhood, and it seems inconceivable that another resident could initiate this construction without
 
considering how it might impact those of us in the surrounding area.
 

Since it appears there is nothing more we can do to stop construction of the wall, we can only hope the city will intervene
 
regarding the 6'
 
wooden fence the homeowner plans to put on top of it. We will continue to voice our comments and concerns regarding
 
this permit application, and again, thank you for your response yesterday afternoon.
 

Sincerely, 

Mark and Annette Bendinelli 
Mark Allen & Ellen Ragan 
Betsy Brumm 
Greg & Becky Guest 
Adam & Jenni Bertapelle 
Scott & LÍnda Frank 
Joe & Judy Dean 
Barbara Brower 
Jim & Julie Doherty 
Jana & Mitch Rofsky 
Teresa Baldwin 
Julie Vacura 
Whitney Boise 

On Nov 9, 2009, at 3:50 PM, McKinney, Susan wrote: 



> Good Afternoon - I received your phone message this morning, as well 
> as your e-mail below. As you know, the Adjustment request that Sheila 
> is reviewing relates only to a 6-foot tall fence that is proposed to 
> be located on top of the retaining wall. Also, the zoning code allows 
> retaining walls that exceed the fence height limitation within a 
> required street setback. Because there is no height límit for a 
> retaining wallwithin a street setback, the wall is subject to the 
> building code rather than the zoning code. 

> ln this case, the retaining wall has been permitted because it 
> complies with the necessary building codes. I believe your neighbor 
> Ms. Brumm spoke with Doug Morgan, Supervising Engineer, this morning 
> and he also confirmed this information, as has Sheila over the course 
> of your conversations with her. 

> The building code does not speak to visual design, appearânce or scale 
> or whether a structure looks different from the rest of the 
> development on the street or neighborhood. The building code ensures 
> the structural integrity of the wall. Building regulations provide 
> standards for structures to safeguard health, safety and security of 
> the community. Discretionary determinations, like appearance and 
> livability, are reviewed through a land use review when a zoning code 
> development standard is not met, such as the fence height Adjustment. 
> However, in this case the zoning code allows the retaining wall by 
> right so there is no opportunity to comment on the appearance of the 
> wall. 

> You mention below that the contractor informed you that there will be 
> no setback from the sidewalk. ln that regard, I reviewed the plans 
> and confirmed with the property owners' representative that there will 
> indeed be a minimum of 2 feet between the sidewalk and the retaining 
> wall. The wall, according to the approved building plans, will be 
> located on or near the south property line, but will not encroach into 
> the 2-foot right-of-way located between the sidewalk and the property 
> line. As follow up to that, a supervisor in the residential 
> inspections division confirmed this afternoon that the wall is set 
> back from the interior edge of the sidewalk, as shown on the plans. 

> You asked that a stop work order be issued for the retaining wall. 
> However, there is no basis for posting such an order, given the plans 
> for the retaining wall have been reviewed, approved and permitted. 
> I'm sorry this situation is frustrating for yourself and other 
> neighbors, but we (BDS) do not have the authority to regulate the 
> retaining wall in any way other than the way it has been. 

> Sincerely, 

> Susan McKinney 
> Section Manager 
> Land Use Services - Title 33 Team 

> ----Original Message----
> From: Mark & Annette Bendinelli [mailto:bendinelli@mac.com] 
> Sent: Sunday, November 08, 2009 11:02 PM 
> To: McKinney, Susan 
> Cc: Torgerson, Leanne 
> Subject: Urgent question re: LU09-1644664D 
> lmportance: High 

> Dear Ms. McKinney, 

> We have been working with Sheila Frugoli regarding Case File Number 
> LU09-1644664D, and she has been terrific about taking our comments and 

2 
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> keeping us informed of the proposal's status. However, Ms. Frugoli 
> has told us she will be out of the office until November 12, and we
 
> have a concern that we feel cannot wait until then. We're addressing
 
> this to you because your name was cc'd on an email Sheila sent to
 
> Betsy Brumm last week, so we assume you're in the loop on this.
 

> Specifically, we are asking the city to reconsider the approved permit 
> number 09-162357, which allows the building of the applicant's 
> retaining wall. ln the applicant's original proposal, the wall was 
> set to be 9.5' high, which would already make it the highest in the 
> neighborhood. Now, we have learned from the contractor that the wall 
> will actually be 12' high, with no setback from the sidewalk. As 
> neighbors, we are extremely concerned about this, not only because our 
> houses will face this structure, but also because it will negatively 
> impact the character of our street. 

> Retaining walls on either side of this property currently rÍse no more
 
> than 4'-5'above the sidewalk and are then terraced by a landscaped
 
> setback, which significantly softens the abutment. This new, sheer
 
> wall will be completely out of scale, and will overpower the sidewalk
 
> and adjoining area. While it appears the city's zoning code does not
 
> restrict the height of retaining walls, it stands to reason that
 
> visual elements, continuity and overall design could at least be
 
> considered.
 

> The forms are up, and the lower 4' of wall has already been poured,
 
> giving us a preview of what's to come. Now would be the time to stop
 
> the process before it goes any further, review the full impact of this
 
> oversized structure on our neighborhood, and perhaps at least add a 
> landscaped setback. Along the north side of Regents Drive, every home 
> is fronted by either trees or shorter walls with abundant greenery. 
> The proposed high, unadorned walljust inches from the sidewalk will 
> present a jarring, out-of-context barrier that will stick out like a 
> sore thumb. We are deeply concerned that this wall/fence combination 
> will be an "eyesore" that will forever scar our street's appearance. 

> While the city has given us the opportunity to actively object to the 
> 6'wood fence that the applicant proposes to erect atop this wall, we 
> are asking you to also revisit the design of the wall itself. For 
> your reference, we have attached pictures from the letter we sent to 
> Ms. Frugoli earlier this week. The wall and fence have been 
> photoshopped in (and the wall may now be higher than the one shown), 
> but they should give you a f airly accurate idea of how the entire 
> structure will look upon completion. Please let us know if there is 
> any way to pursue this matter before any additional construction takes 
> place. 

> Sincerely, 

> Mark and Annette Bendinelli 
> Mark Allen & Ellen Ragan 
> Betsy Brumm 
> Greg & Becky Guest 
> Adam & Jenni Bertapelle 
> Scott & Linda Frank 
> Joe & Judy Dean 
> Barbara Brower 
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Januàry 7,2OOg 

City Council
 
1221 SW Fourth Avenue
 
Fax: 503 8234571
 

Deai City Councii: 
: 

Members of Maín Street Portland Coalition have concerns about the RICAP V 
amendments to the loading zone regulations. We understand the genesis for 
these amendments.based on the large number,of contested adjustrnents to the 
loading zone requirements for high density and mixed use developments. i. 
However, we feelthat the position taken by the planning bureau that these 
loading zone regulations'are unreasonâble,and hamper:'development unfairly, 
supersedes the purpose of'the loading zone requirement, which is to-proteet the 
public right of-way. and to'protect; livability in high-densit¡¡ areas. 

We know of two built mixed-use developments which requested adjustrne.nts to 
waive the required loading zone space, and.whioh therefore oreate problems in 
the public right-of-way. The first one is the recently cornpleted development at 
SE 20th & Hawthorne. The only area possible for loading.is in the parking lane' 
on the east side of 20th, just south of Hawthorne. Due to the recent street 

, 

intersection improvement, the travel lanes are barely an adequate width with cars , 

parked in the parking zone, and even less so with trucks. Cars headed . 

northbound on 20th have to swerve into the oncoming lane of traffic in order to 
get around trucks parked here. The other development is at SE 26th & Division. 
Éere as well, the only possible loading zone is in ine parking zone. BoÌh Division 
and 26th have very narrow rights-of-way at this intersection, SE 26th jo$s at the 
intersection, and Division mult alSo accommodate the #4 bus route. This' l 

. intersection has felt congested and constrained since'the construction of this 
development, which is built out to the maximum allowed - setbacks--'---"- '' 

,," 
Our concerns are as follows: 

e based on a false 
assumption that the size of a project dictates the size of future service delivery
 
vehicles. Beer and dairy deliveries are made in large trucks, which require the
 
larger loading zone spaóe. They do not deliver ¡n mini-van sized vehicles. So
 
evãn a "smai cafe" will require delivery service with large truck-s.
 
2. The amendments ignore basic transportation safety standards by requiring 
larger vehicles to double-park in the,public right-of-way when the loading zone is 
too small or none has been provided. When trucks block the right-qf;wâ!, they : 

create a hazard to traffic trying to go around thq blockage. Due to Portland's 
small block structure, this hazãrd is more líkely to occur at a street intersection, 
doubling the traffic hazard. 
3. By encouraging loading trucks in the public ríght-of-way, these amendments
 
produce a situation in which noise levels from idling truck engines exceed
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nuisance standards, ' .1. 

Our suggestions for making loading zone amendments fulfilltheir intended l 

purpose are: , : 

1. require that they must be at grÈrde and accessible without the driver having to 
. 

leave the truck to unlock a gate. Underground loading zones, as often heard in 
frequent adjustment committee testimony, will never be used by truck drivers. ln. 
additíon, the vertical clearances for access to these loading zones do not allow 
for the use of even,the smaller,trucks ahd vans., ' :: , . 

2. require that the granting of public right-of-way loading spaces be dependent, 
on the width of the right-of.way"and whether the right-of way is straight or 
bending or near a busy'intersectÍon; . : \ 

j . ' '. : 

\Mth the push to increase densit¡r'iniPortland neighborhoods, it is also important , 

to protect livability, which translates,as sãfety andrenjoyment of the public re-alm 

for and by all residents. We,feelthat,rêlaxing.loading zone,standafds will . 

negatively impact the future livability of Portland residents. 

Thank you for considering these comrnents,, ,,, . , r; ,. ' : l

.,' : 

Main Street Portland Ooalition signing members: i ' 

' 

Christine Yun 
t : t '' ' '' 

' 

r 

l915 SE Alder St. 
Portland, OR 97214 : : : 

.lqq!!^ulul -1915 SE Alder St. 
Portland,'On gZZll¿ 

DonMacGil|ivray::;..''''.'l....':
z339sEYamhill ':' '' ,, 

Portland, OR 97214 

Mary Francillon 
303 NE 16th Ave, Apt 303 
Portland, OR 97232 

Stephanie Brown 
242S SE YamhillStreet 
Portland, OR 97214 

Dean Gisvold 
:2222N,815th Avenue 

Portland, OR 97212 
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January 7,2010 
Council Testimony 
Bonny McKnight 

RICAP 5 COMMENTS 

This RICAP package is the product of a broken process in my opinion. I want to first 
comment on some elements in the package but more importantly, I think, on the 
process by which we are currenily changing code. 

This package is 268 pages and provides code changes or advice for more than 60 
types of development decisions. Here are two major elements of concern, among 
many. 

The suggested changes are intended to make building courtyard housing more 
attractive to developers. More density calculation flexibility is proposed. The changes 
treat common Green and shared courts as the same thing. They are not. 

Shared Courts are already used for vehicle access and parking. Common Greens 
prohibit those uses. 

There should be no additional flexibility for building coverage calculations dealing with 
Shared Courts, since they can be used as if they were streêts and parking lots. 

Buildinq Eaves 

The green building package includes further erosion of side setbacks by increasing the 
depth to which eaves can intrude into the setback, Commissioner Fritzwas a member 
of the Planning Commission when the first relaxation of side setback measurements 
was made. At that time, in order to entice builders to build any eaves at all, sebacks 
were changed to be measured from the building face rather than the eve projection. 
The alternative of requiring eaves, which would have made the actual buiiOing smaller, 
lost to intrusion into the side setbacks which functioned to provide space, light, air, and 
a variety of other site benefits. 

The proposed code change would allow further erosion of side setbacks by allowing 
eaves to extend to within 3 feet of the lot line. Building hard surfaces closer togethãr,
regardless of whether they are buildings, driveways, or eaves, is contrad¡ctory to many
of the watershed and livability values we talk about every day. This eave extension 
proposal should not be accepted. 
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RIICAP 5 IS PRODUCT OF REALLY BAD PROCESS 

It is important to build a real review process into code changes. ln the past, the 
Neighborhood Association system was part of that process. Current code changes 
have no consistent process, review period, or clear final draft status. 

The final proposed draft of RICAP 5 was not subject to any review or comment period 
which could fully inform the Planning Commission about the package. The final26g 
page document was posted on the web sometime after November 2g,2oog. 

As the city has been told routinely, the volunteer nature of citizen involvement of all 
kinds is not respected by using the Thanksgiving - Christmas period for commenting on 
any significant change to city rules, regulations, and practices. lt is especially bad wfren 
the complexity of code changes should be considered by their overall impact rather than 
as simple changes to written lines of regulations. 

The current process is not fair to citizens. 

It is not fair to various bureaus which struggle to find balances when conflicts occur. 

It is not fair to the Planning Commission which is asked to provide a comprehensive 
review of complex code issues without adequate community input. 

It is not fair to those who want to take ownership of their city in a positive and cost 
effective way. 

And it is not fair to all of us who must use this final Council hearing to bring these issues 
into discussion. 

I challenge you to change things now. 

Provide direction today to require that future code changes impacting land use go 
through a Neighborhood Association review process prior to Planning Commission 
consideration so that the information you receive truly helps you judge the future 
financial, public trust, and bureau service impacts of these changes before they come 
back to you as complaints and anger from the public who elected you. 



CITYWIÐE LAND USE GROUP 
(NErcHBoRHooDs nLANNTNG A LTvABLE noRTLAND) t I ij 5 II 

Thursday, January 7, 2O1O 

Room 25oo B; í;ffiB,i;ål"äinoo sw Fourrh
 

SPECIAL MEETING WITH MAYOR SAM ADAMS
 

Neighborhood Associations and Their Planning Role
 

Neighborhood Associations are defined by the ground they cover. They are the 
physlcal locatlon where varlous codes and regulatlons come together and lmpact 

the every day life of residents. 

For that reason, how regulatory decisions are made and code is wrltten is o1
 
essent¡al importance to the many volunteers who provlde the Ne¡ghborhood
 

Association land use review service to this city.
 

It is important to rebuild an adequate planning role for Neighborhood
 
Associations for short term changes, the longer term period untilthe Porüand
 
Plan is defined, and for the future period in which regulations will be written to
 

implement a new Comprehensive Plan.
 

Ignight's discussign with Mayor Adams will agk for: 

A consistent and adequate review process for changes to city code 
Title 17, Title 29, Title 33, and proposed Tree Title lr regulations. 

Restoration of the Regulatory Reform 45 day Neighborhood
 
Association review period prior to the final draft code proposal.
 

A process which builds a stronger resident comment base for
 
informing Planning commission action on proposed code changes.
 

A Neighborhood Association review process to provide information 
and education about code changes so they can be understood and 
supported in the community while allowing early identification of 

potential problems and concerns that prolong code adoption. 

PLEASE JOIN US AS WE BEGIN WORK IN 2010. 
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l'm here today to request Council extricate the courtyard component that addresses 
density determination in the RICAP 5 Code Amendments prior to approval in order for 
further refining to be done to this particular issue. 

I found it difficult to understand the exact intent and have concerns that the new code may 
create a potentially dangerous problem if the entire common area is not considered before 
determining the potential density for the site. Specifically, that developers will opt for the 
highest density possible and then convert space that was verbally identified to be allocated 
for greenspace into parking in order to accommodate that additional density. This would 
eliminate any possibility for safe play areas in developments that are supposed to be 
familiy friendly. 

Since the Powellhurst-Cilbert Neighborhood has the highest amount of multi-family 
zoning of any Neighborhood in the City, I think it's reasonable to assume that we will see 
the lion's share of this type of development. 

I would like to reiterate that in addition to the lack of basic safety features like sidewalks 
and crosswalks throughout the Neighborhood, Powellhurst-Cilbert is also seriously park 
deficient for the amount of people who reside in the Neighborhood. Creen space for 
children to play in takes on critical ímportance to park deficíent Neighborhoods. More 
importantly, I think we should not delude ourselves to think that young children will not 
play in parking lots when there is no park, playground, or greenspace available. 

While the majority of the courtyard-related code amendments are helpful and consider the 
needs of families, this one component has the potential to jeopardize the safety of our 
children and seriously diminish the quality of life of families and all residents who may 
reside in courtyard-oriented developments. 

I respectfully request that you take this ínto consideration prior to approving the suggested 
RICAP 5 Code Amendments and that you request the Commission to address this concern 
in the code with very specific verbage to ensure the safety and quality of life of children 
and families who may reside in future courtyard-oriented developments. 

And to help make these connections in the future, I would also like to suggest that 
Council, in future recruitment for the Planning Commission, give serious weight to 
candidates from East Portland who will be well versed in the needs of families and will be 
able to provide a practical application of those needs to City code. 

Thank you. 

ru
 
Pry'sident, Powellhurst-Cilbert Neighborhood Assoiciation 
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January 5,2010 

MBMO ro: Mayor sam Adams and porfland city council 

FROM: Cathy Galbraith, Bxecutive Director, Bosco-Milligan foundation 

RE: RICAP Code Amendments 

After months of meetings and deliberations, the adoption of the RICAP 5 package ofcode amendments is before Cify Council for adoption. We reviewed and participated
in proposing improvements to the package, specifically as to the impacts on vintage
and historic buildings in Portland's traditionál and well-established neighborhoods. 

Today there are two issues that are of concern. One is to be certain that that the
ttYit* of SOLAR PANELs fot d.tignut.d hirtqri. b@ont.ibrtin*
 
ffri,


means that applications remain subject to staff andlor Landmarks Commission
review, where applicable. We believe that this was incorporated into earlier revisions 
ro RICAP 5. 

We are as concerned with energy conservation as is the City of portland; what we
learned is that there are many obtrusive solar panel optionsihatvary greatly from flatgable roof panels. These panel options can have subsìantial design ím"pacts on
neighboring properties. (I have attached two images to illustrate-examples of the 
appearance of these panels.) 

I have also attached a listing of lrlational Register l{istoric Districts in portland; for
each district the number of "Contributing" (historic) and "I..Ion-Contributing,,
buildings is listed' The review of So.lar pãnòt applications for the Contriú'uì'ing
buildings should be subject to traditional staff ånuor landmarks commission review,
the same as for individual designated Historic Landmark structures. 

The SECoND issue is that recently raised by Mr. Doug Krc,tz- regarding the 
We agree witÉ nis analysis thatthe extension of eaves into required setbacks wiliresult in ãn unacceptable reducticln

in natural daylight, leading to an increased use of electricity fo. srppì.mental lightingin Portland's homes inated. 
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Deep overhanging eaves are avery typical design feature of the vast majority of 
vintage houses. The suburban "eaveless tract house" and new houses that are built 
with minimal eaves not only look irregular, they also eliminate the purposes of eaves: 
to shed water away from buildings and to provide cooling shade. 

RICAP 5 should not permit the reduction of the purposes of eaves. Intrusion into the 
required setbacks will shed water too close to neighboring properties, reduce the 
benefits of natural light, and reduce cooling shade. These sections of the RICAP code 
amendments package should not be adopted. 

Regarding the issue of eave projection along established building lines, it is 
acknowledged that most buildings that do not meet current setbacks are older 
buildings that predate zoning or current zoning regulations. In these cases, it probably 
makes good sense to continue those eave projections on building additions. 
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January 27 ,2009National Register Historic Districts in Oregon 
Nunther of Reso¿Jrce-s. 

,Historic District Name Contrib. Non-Contr¡b Total 7o contrib 

Marion County
 
Aurora
 

Aurora Coiony Historic Districi
 B9
 

Salem
 
Court Sheet-Chemeketa Street Historic Dislrict 99 48 147 67o/o 
Gaiety Hill/Bush's Pasture park H¡storìc District 113 32 145 78o/o 

Oregon State l-ìospital Historic District 453 4B 9{Yo 
Salenl Downtown Stâte Street-Commerciâl Street l.l¡stor¡c District 57 35 92 62o/o
 

Silve¡7on
 

Silverton Çommercial Historic District c'? 17 44 61%
 
St Paul
 

Charnpoeg State Park t.listoric Archeological DÍstrict 14 13 27 52o/o 

St Paul Historic District 29 92 6Bo/ç 

Sublimity Vcty 

Silver Creek Youthcamp Historic District, Silver Falls State park 54 16 70 
Silver Falls State Park Concession Bldg Area Historic Distrìct 4 51 90% 

County Totals 510 249 759 67o/o 

Marion, Jefferson, Linn Counties
 
Santiam Junction Vcty
 

Oregon Pacif¡c Railroad Linear Historic District 22 22 1AO% 

County Totafs 22 100% 

Multnomah County
 
Bonneville
 

Bonneville Dam Historic District (NHL) 6 Ã 11 55%
 
Portland
 

Alphabet Historic District 478 157 635 7\Vo
 
East Portland Grand Avenue l.{istoric District 0 Jt)
14 100%
 
Kenton Commercial Historic District ,o
16 IJ 55o/o
 

King's Hill Histor¡c District 126 25 151 83%
 
Ladd's Addition l-Ji$toric District 633 476 1,109 57To
 
Mounl Tabor Park Reservoirs l-listoric District 12 J
 IC B0o/o
 

Pofiland New Chinâtown/Japantown Historic D¡strict
 29 tÕ 47 62%
 
Portland Skidmore/Old Town Historic District (NllL) ta
 41 94 560/o
 

Portland Thirteenth Avenue llísloric District t
 22 91%
 
Portland Yamhill Historic District
 0 24 100%
 
Rocky Butte Scenic Drive Histor¡c District 14 5 la 74%
 
South Portland Historic District
 186 60 246 760/o
 

Washington Park Reservoirs Historic District
 
.10 7 .17 ?9i/"
 

County Totals 1,643 812 2,455 67%
 

Multnomah, Hood RÍvcr, Wasco Counties 
General 

Columbia River Highway t'listoric Dístrict (Nl-lL) a^34 190% 

County Totals 34 34 100þ/o 

Polk Gounty 
lndependence 

I ndependence Historic Dist¡iol 142 tõô)1G0 277 

County Totals 160 117 277 5B% 

Historic Drslrlc/s hy Counly/City Page 5 of 6 
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Accessory Othêr RICAP 5 Highlights
Dwelling Units
(ADUs)
ADUs represent an affordable hous-
ing option that can provide additional
housing diversity in neighborhoods.
These units can typically be integrated
into existing neighborhoods with less
impact than larger infill dwellings.
One purpose of the current standards
for ADUs is to promote their appear-
ance as secondary to the primary unit
in order to preserve the character of
primary single-dwelling areas both in
appearance and in impacts to sur-
rounding properties. The proposed
amendment is intended to increase
flexibility for construction of ADUs,
especially for sites with smaller
houses, while maintaining a second-
ary appearance, The following pro.
þosed amendments to ADU standards
emerged from testimony heard at
Planning Co.mmission.

''.'''.'
o lncrease the relative size of
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Loading Space Bundle (ltems #28,
29). These amendments allow smaller
loading spaces for uses

that are typically served by smaller
delivery trucks, including most
multi-dwelling developments, or com-
mercial or mixed use developments
that have relatively small amounts of
commercial space, less than 20,000
square feet. Currently, the standard is

35' by 10', which can be logistically
difficult to accommodate. The pro-
posal revises the space size to 1B' by
9'. Buildings with more than 20,000
square feet of commercial uses or
more than 100 dwelling units are still
required to accommodate the larger
loading space.

Fence Height Bundle (ltems # 7, 17). These amendments tailor fence height
regulations to a few common situations that are not well addressed by the cur-
rent regulations.

The current fence
regulations for resi-
dential zones allow
a smaller fence in

the front (31/z feet)
and a larger fence
(B feet) in the side
and rear setbacks.
Howeveç some
houses on corner
lots have the main
entrance oriented
to the legally
defined SIDE yard
(the wider of the
two frontages on a corner lot). As a result, fences up to B feet can be built
on the frontage with the main entrance, while only a 3 lzfoot fence can be
located on the FUNCTIONAL side yard of the house. The functional side yard
of the house is often the only usable outdoor area on houses of this type. This
amendment would allow closure of the usable outdoor space, and prevent the
obscurity of the main entrance by a tall fence in situations where the house is

oriented toward the side yard on a corner lot. (See Figure 5.)

Fences in Commercial, Employment and lndustrial Zones are currently subject
to no height limitations. While tall, solid, fences may be appropriate in some
situations, for example on a shared property line between two manufacturing
developments, they are generally not appropriate where they create a barrier
between a building and a street. Several complaints have been received where
the installation of a tall, solid fence close to the street has reduced visual access
into the property and degraded the pedestrian experience. This amendment
would require that fences that abut a street or pedestrian connection either be
limited Io 3 lz feet in height OR be limited to 8 feet in height and be at least
50% open, allowing some views into the property.
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City of Portland Bureau of 
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The Portland Planning Commission 
is pleased to recommend that the 
City Council adopt the 58 Zoning 
Code amendments contained in the 
latest Regulatory lmprovement Códe 
Amen{me;n! P¿-ckage (RICAP l), The 
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Bicycle Parking lE,Iio$E 
Proposed amendments to bicycle parking standards relate specifically to long-term 
bicycle parking-bicycle parking that is typically intended for employees of a busi
ness or residents of multi-dwelling developments, as opposed to visitors or custom
ers that use bicycle parking for a brief visit. The amendments specifically impact 
multi-dwelling developments, not businesses or single-dwelling residences. 

o Remove exemption from long-term parking requirements when bikes
 
will be allowed in dwelling units (ltem #27).
 

Currently, bike racks designated for long term parking must be provided in a 

secure common space with racks. Alternatively, no long term racks are required 
if bike parking is provided in individual dwelling units. The latter option has 

been problematic-at time of permit, developers often indicate that bikes will 
be provided in units, but latel building management have different policies 
that do not allow residents to store bicycles within the unit. 

lncrease the minimum required long-term parking spaces from .25 
space per dwelling unit to 1.1 space per dwelling unit (Planning 
Commission Add-on item). 

The Planning Commission heard testimony from residents of multidwelling 
buildings expressing concerns about the inadequate number of bike parking 
spaces. Recent research by the Bureau of Transportation leads to the 
conclusion that the current requirement of 1 space per 4 dwelling units is 

insufficient. According to the Bureau's research, 70o/o of Portlanders own a 

bicycle and more than half own more than one bicycle. ln addition, testimony 
at the Planning Commission hearing indicated that two bicycles per house
hold is a fairly typical circumstance. The number of Portlanders who bike to 
work has increased steadrly in recent years. Portland now has the highest level 

of bike commuting among the 50 largest US cities (B% of commutes). The 
recently adopted Climate Action Plan sets a target of reaching a20o/o bicycle 
commute share by 2030. Buildings being constructed today should accommo
date that goal. 
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¡ Establish minimum lot dimensions standards for "lot
remnants". Currently, both the newly defined 'adjusted
lots' and 'lot remnants' are developable under the same
rules. That is, if they either meet the minimum lot size

for the zone (3,000 sq. ft. and 36 ft. wide) OR they have
been vacant for the previous 5 years, they are devel-
opable. Howeveç this means that what was originally
platted as one lot can effectively have two building sites;
one on the newly defined 'adjusted lot' and the other on
the newly defined 'lot remnant'. This amendment retains
the existing policy for 'adjusted lots', as described above.
Howeve[ 'lot remnants' MUST meet the minimum lot
size for new lots in the zone (in R5, 3,000 sq. ft. and 36
ft. wide). A 'lot remnants' that is smaller than that the
minimum lot size is not developable, regardless if it has

been vacant for the previous 5 years.

This amendment resolves many situations where two
building sites were developable though they were origi-
nally platted only as one lot. Howeve[ this amendment
also recognizes that if 'lot remnants' do meet the mini-
mum lot size for new lots, they should be afforded the
same development rights as 'adjusted lots'.

Nofe fo City Council: The Planning Commission did not
recommend this change, nor did they discuss this item.
Staff's proposalto the Commission was to not allow lot
remnants to be buílt. Subsequent to the Planning Com-
mission hearing, staff has tested the original amendment
and found that it resulted in unintended consequences.
Therefore, this amendment proposes that lot remnants or
combination of lot remnants that meet the minimum lot
size of the zone be developable. (See Figure 4.)

o Establish minimum lot dimensions standards for
"lots of record". Property created through the exchange
of deeds are called 'lots of record' if they were created
prior to our subdivision requirements of 1979. They are
not created from a land division, and are not legally
identified as a lot per state rule. There has been difficulty
determining when certain deeds were created for the
purpose of selling a unit of land as a separate entity, and
when deeds were created to transfer a unit of land from
one property to another (what we call a property line
adjustment today). This is especially a problem in the R5

zone. Since it is difficult to determine this historic intent,
the code is amended to require that any lot of record in
the R5 zone have size and dimensional standards similar
to the minimum lot size standards for new lots in order
to be buildable. An exception is provided if the 'lot of re-

cord' has been under separate ownership since 1979 (in
33.1 10.C.3). This amendment should help to distinguish
between a historically buildable lot of record and a sliver
of land that was transferred through a historic property
line adjustment.

o Create an alternative to the "5 year waiting period"
(Allow attached houses through design review to
be built immediately). As noted above, development
on lots zoned R5 (including the newly defined 'adjusted
lots')that do not meet the minimum lot size standard
for new lots in the zone ( 3,000 sq. ft. and 36 ft. wide)
must be vacant for the previous 5 years in order to be

developed. This minimum was established in 2003 and
was intended to prevent the demolition of existing hous-
ing stock that straddled two lots in order to build two
"skinny houses." ln practice, the existing house was
demolished, one replacement house was built one of the
lots, and the other lot was left vacant for 5 years. After a

5 year period had passed, then a second house was built
on the second lot. This amendment proposes that two
attached houses can be built immediately (without wait-
ing 5 years), if they are approved through a Type ll Design
Review process. This amendment takes a step towards re-
solving the concerns that neighborhoods have about a lot
sitting vacant for 5 years. lt also provides an opportunity
for the developer to build two houses immediately, albeit
through a discretionary public review process.
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This group of amendments incorporates the latest thinking about local clean energy production and green building 
technology. Building energy use is a major source of greenhouse gas emissions. Small scale distributed renewable 
energy systems may play a role in helping to diversify our energy sources, help reduce our dependence on foreign 
sources of energy, and help decrease the emissions of climate-changing greenhouse gases. This bundle of amend
ments also facilitates weatherization efforts, and encourages rainwater harvesting, and water re-use. 

The amendments generally fall into three categor¡es: 
1, Remove regulatory barriers to green energy technologies and building techniques; 

2. lncorporate standards that limit potential negative external impacts of such technologies; and/or 

3. Clarify existing language that is currently ambiguous. Many green technologies are currently not 
ddressed in the zoning code. As a result, there is currently confusion regarding what standards apply to the 
associated equipment. 

Overall, the amendments foster the inclusion of green technologies while maintaining the valued character of af
fected buildings and surrounding properties. 

District and Ut¡lity Energy Systems 
o Clarify that smaller alternative energy producing systems are considered 

an accessory use, not a primary manufacturing use or basic utility use 
(ltem #61). This amendment alllows sites located in zones that do not allow 
manufacturing to have alternative energy producing systems that can either a) 
provide energy for the building(s) on site, b) provide energy to be sold back to 
the utility grid or c) provide energy that will be distributed to a district system. 

The energy production must occur from the environmental conditions of the 
site such as solaç wind, geothermal, hydro and biological resources to produce 

energy. This amendment provides regulatory clarity regarding the distribution 
and shared use of independently produced energy to help encourage the devel
opment of systems that provide energy on a neighborhood or district scale. 

Rainwater Collection and Stormwater Management 
. 	Exempt eco-roofs from design review (ltem #33) and some historic re

views (ltem#38). For proposals located in a design overlay zone, exempts eco
roofs from a discretionary design review process. For properties in a historic or 
conservation district, exempts solar panels on buildings in historic or conserva
tion districts from a discretionary historic design review process. This exemption 
does NOT apply to properties that are also Historic Landmarks or Conservation 
Landmarks. To qualify for the exemptions, eco-roofs must be located on a flat 
roof and contain plants that do not exceed one foot in height. 

o Allow use of FAR bonus'for both eco-roofs and roof-top gardens 
(ltem #39). Currently, proposals are allowed to use one, but not both of these 
Floor Area Ratio (FAR) bonus options in the Central City Plan District. The 
amendment allows utilization of both, as long as they are not "double-count
ed" and are two separate entities. 

. 	Create Standards for Water Collection Cisterns (ltem #1). This amendment 
creates setback standards for cisterns in all zones. ln addition, it creates Com
munity Design Standards for cisterns in design overlay zones or with a historic 
designation that are eligible to uses standards in lieu of a discretionary review. 
Cisterns are not currently directly addressed in the zoning code. These amend
ments have the effect of facilitating small cisterns in building setbacks, while 
adding standards to ensure large cisterns are screened. 
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Regulating Existing Lots in the R5 Zone
Proposed amendments related to the development of lots and lots of record in the R5 zone are included in this
package. Some of the amendments address issues raised during the Lot Confirmation/Property Line Adjustment
Task Force convened in 2008. The primary issues and solutions proposed are as follows:

A¿juôt¿d Loi 3 --+-

. Establish new mininrum lot dimension standards
for development on existing lots in the R5 zone.
Currently, development is allowed on lots (including the
newly defined 'adjusted lots') that either meet the mini-
mum lot size for the zone (3,000 sq. ft. and 36 ft. wide)
OR have been vacant for the previous 5 years. For the
latter option, there is no minimum lot size. This amend-
ment introduces a minimum lot size for vacant lots. Those
lots must be 2,400 sq. ft. and 25 ft. wide OR 1,600 sq. ft.
and 36 ft. wide.

6 . HIGHLIGHTS OF RICAP 5 , i,r

¡ Corner Lots. The smaller lot size, 1,600 sq. ft. and 36
ft. wide, is meant to solve a common problem for sites
comprised of 2 lots located corners where a property
line adjustment is being pursued to accommodate one
additional building site. When a property is not vacant
and lines are being altered through a property line
adjustment, both altered lots must meet the dimen-
sional requirements of the zone (3,000 sq. ft and 36 ft.
wide). Howeve; if the original lots already didn't meet
the dimension requirements, a property line adjustment
could still be approved if neither lot moved further out
of conformance with the standard. ln most cases, this
means that neither lot can be less than 2,500 square feet.
However in many cases, the existing house is located
as such that the lot line cannot be relocated in a clean,
square manner while still providing 2,500 square feet of
area. lnstead, lots with strange 'appendages' are being
created in order to maintain the same lot size. (See Figure
2). Since the 'appendages' do little other than complicate
legal descriptions and create confusion for subsequent
property owners, the amendment allows lot sizes to be as

small as 1,600 sq. ft. and 36 ft.. wide to enable a clean
property line configuration. (See Figure 3).

o Create definitions for Adjusted Lots and Lot Rem-
nants. There are many properties throughout the city
whose lot lines were altered prior to 1979, which is the
year when the City began recording property line adjust-
ments. After 1979, the City began reviewing property
line adjustments for conformance to lot size standards.
ln either case, the resulting tax map shows the originally
platted lot lines and the new lot lines (See Figure 1).

This code amendment introduces new names for lots
whose lot lines have been altered through a city-
approved property line adjustment or a Pre-1979 deed
transfer. An adjusted lot is an altered property that con-
sists of more than half of the originally platted lot. A lot
remnant is an altered property that consists of half or less
of the originally platted lot (See Figure 1). These terms are
used to clarify when an existing piece of property (now
labeled Adjusted Lot or Lot Remnant)can be developed,
as explained below.
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Solar Energy Systems 

Exempt roof-mounted solar panels from 
maximum height standard (ltem #3). This 
amendment allows solar panels to extend be
yond the maximum height limits roof by S-feet 
above the roof for flat roofs, and 18 inches 
above the roof for sloped roofs. 

Exempt ground-mounted solar panels from 
a conditional use reviews (ltem #48). On sites 
that contain conditional uses, such as schools or 
hospitals in residential zones, this allows the ad
dition of ground-mounted solar panels without 
triggering a discretionary conditional use review 

Exempt roof-mounted solar panels from de
sign revíew and some historic reviews, cre
ate standards for solar energy systems for 
projects subject to the Community Design 
Standards (ltems #32 and 37). These amend
ments apply to properties that are located in a 

design overlay zone, or for properties in historic 
districts or conservations districts. They eliminate 
regulatory process in order to facilitate develop
ment of solar energy technology, but also protect 
the character of the building and abutting 
properties from negative aesthetic impacts. The 
exemptions and standards are more conserva
tive for historic resources than for design overlay 
zones, recognizing the important role those 
resources have in preserving the cityb heritage. 

Design Overlay Zones: (ltem #32) 
. 	Exempt solar panels from Design Review in situations where the 

building parapet already provides some screening and the equip
ment is fairly unobtrusive. For flat roofs, if the roof has a 12" para
pet, the top of the panel rack extends no more than 5'above the roof, 
and either the parapet is taller than the panels or the panels are setback 
4' for each foot of panel height, the proposal is exempt from discretion
ary Design Review. 

o Create Community Design Standards for solar energy systems. 
Development on some sites can use non-discretionary Community De
sign Standards in lieu of discretionary Design Review. This amendment 
creates Community Design Standards for solar energy systems. Propos
als are reviewed for conformance with these standards during building 
permit plan review. The standards state that on flat roofs, panels must 
extend no higher than 5' above the highest point of the roof, and must 
be set back 5'from roof edges. On sloped roofs, panels must rise no 
more than 1 2 " above the surface of the roof, and be setback 3' f rom 
roof edges. Equipment that is either not exempt from Design Review 
or cannot utilize or meet the Community Design Standards must go 
through a discretionary Design Review process. 
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Courtyard Housing is a broad term used to describe a collection of attached or detached residences organized
around an alternative to a traditional street like a pedestrian focused common green or a multi-functional shared
street. They are typically medium density and located in the multi-dwelling zones of R1 and R2. ln 2007, the Court-
yard Housing Design Competition, received some 250 entries, and the winning designs were reviewed against cur-
rent zoning regulations. As a result, staff identified several zoning standards that may be barriers to well-designed
courtyard housing, These amendments seek to promote more flexibility in allowed density and architectural features
in order to encourage the more and better development of Courtyard Housing.

o Allow greater range of allowed densities for court-
yard housing projects (ltem #8 and ltem#42). Many
of the winning competition entries were planned at a
density that exceeds the maximum allowed in R2, but
did not meet the minimum allowed in R1; meaning that
they would not be allowed in either zone under current
regulations. These amendments reduce minimum density
in R2 and R1 zones and allows inclusion of the land area
devoted to common greens or shared courts to be count-
ed toward the maximum density. As a result, a greater;
more flexible range of density is allowed, and the "gap"
between the maximum allowed in R2 and the minimum
required in R1 is eliminated. This can enable more flexible
site design. These amendments apply only to those sites
developed with a common green or shared court.

Allowed number of units on a 15,000 square foot
site with a shared court or common greenn

onthe site.

Remove requirement for internal pedestrian con-
nections on smaller residential sites 10,000 square
feet or less, and for buildings located within 20'
from the street (ltem #12). Current standards require
one main entrance per building be connected to a
shared, internal pedestrian connection. The current stan-
dards function well on larger sites and developments.
But, on smaller sites that typically have 2-5 buildings and
less than 10 units, a separate pedestrian system is not
practical and offers little added value in terms of pedes-
trian connectivity. lt also increases paved areas and limits
opportunities for stormwater management locations. This
amendment also exempts buildings with main entrances
that are within 20' of a street lot line from providing an
internal pedestrian connection for the same reasons.

Allow and create standards for architectural fea-
tures in front setbacks for courtyard housing
developments (ltem #14). Many of the winning entries
incorporated architectural features such as awnings, trel-
lises, eaves and even portions of buildings that projected
into the 3' minimum setback from the common green
or shared court. These features provide for visual interest
and a sense of enclosure.

Allow and create standards for accessory structures
in commonly-owned tracts for courtyard housing
developments (ltem #15). This amendment clari-
fies that certain common structures are allowed within
shared courts, common greens, alleys and parking tracts
that serve courtyard housing. Structures include garbage/
recycling structures, shared garages or carports, gaze-
bos, garden structures, play structures, and bike park-
ing. Height and building coverage standards for these
structures are added.

Allow residential parking in a shared court (ltem
#23). Expressly allows required parking spaces (when
required) for shared court developments to be placed
within the shared court tract, which is held in common
ownership with the abutting lots. This provides flexibility
for shared court developments that cannot or choose
not to utilize space on individual lots for parking pads or
garages. This can increase the land area available
for building area or usable outdoor spaces on the indi-
vidual lots.

tAsiumei 20.% sitè Aiea devoted.toshare.court orccimmon green

for compaiison purposes,'actual circumitances m?y vary depending
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o Panels in historic d¡str¡cts: This amendment exempts solar panels from Historic Design Review in situations where
 

the building parapet already provides some screening and the equipment is fairly unobtrusive. For flat roofs, if the
 
roof has a 12" parapet, the panel rack extends no more than 5'above the roof, and either the parapet is taller than
 
the panels or the panels are setback 4' for each foot of panel height, the proposal is exempt from a discretionary
 
Historic Design Review. On pitched roofs, panels that are mounted parallel to the slope of the roof, setback 3'from
 
roof edges and located on roof areas that do not face the street are also exempt from Historic Design Review
 

o Panels in conservation districts: Development on most sites in conservation districts can use non-discretionary
 
Community Design Standards in lieu of discretionary Historic Design Review. This amendment addresses proposals
 
that can utilize the Community Design Standards. lt creates Community Design Standards for solar energy systems
 
that are located within a a conservation district. Proposals are reviewed for conformance with these standards
 
during building permit plan review. The standards state that on flat roofs, panels must extend no higher than 5'
 
above the highest point of the roof, and must be set back 5' from roof edges. On sloped roofs, panels must rise no
 
more than 12" above the surface of the roof, and be setback 3'from roof edges. ln addition, solar panels must be
 
screened from the street where the roof is flat, and may not be located on a street facing elevation where the roof is
 

sloped.
 

o Equipment that is either not exempt from Historic Design Review or cannot utilize or meet the Community Design
 
Standards must go through a discretionary Historic Design Review process.
 

o Note: These exemptions and standards do NOT apply to properties that are also Historic Landmarks or Conservation
 
Landmarks, recognizing the important role those resources have in preserving the city's heritage. Proposals on Land
marks MUST go through a discretionary Historic Design Review process.
 

Weatherization Non-conforming Upgrades 
o Allow eaves to project further into required set- Alterations that exceed an annually adjusted dollar thresh

backs (ltem #59). lncreases the allowed projection old (currently about $ 1 30,000) are required to spend up to 
of eaves into setbacks from 20o/o lo 40%. As a result, 10% of the value of the project toward " upgrading " certain 
larger building eaves that provide additional shading and site-related development closer to conformance with current 
weather protection are allowed. zoning standards. Examples are parking lot landscaping and 

bicycle parking. These amendments recognize that changing 
federal policy will make more funds available for energy-re-Wind Energy Systems lated improvements in the coming years. They also recognize 
energy-related improvements as a policy priority that should¡ Create Standards for Wind Energy Systems (ltem 
be encouraged. #60). Creates definitions and setback, height, mounting, 

and noise standards for both small and utility scale wind o Allow money spent on investments in efficient or 
energy systems. Wind Energy Systems are not currently renewable energy to substitute for money required
directly addressed in the zoning code. Although to be spend on Non-conforming Upgrades, when 
Portland does not have the wind conditions to produce required (ltem #56). This option allows the "upgrade" 
large amount of power from urban turbines, allowing money to be spent toward energy investments as well 
these devices may help stimulate the advancement of as bringing the site closer into conformance with current 
the technology, and encourage entrepreneurial efforts in zoning standards. This provision sunsets in2012.
 
this industry.
 

o Discount energy efficiency improvements from val
ue of alterations (ltem #56). This amendment exempts 
the amount spent toward specific energy improvements 
from being counted toward the total project valuation 
for purposes of calculating how much money should 
be spent toward "non-conforming upgrades". The 
improvements must be certified by the "Public Purpose 
Administrator", currently the Energy Trust of Oregon. 
Similar exemptions for improvements related to seismic 
upgrades, ADA upgrades, and stormwater management 
upgrades already exist. 
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o Panels in historic d¡str¡cts: This amendment exempts solar panels from Historic Design Review in situations where

the building parapet already provides some screening and the equipment is fairly unobtrusive. For flat roofs, if the
roof has a 12" parapet, the panel rack extends no more than 5'above the roof, and either the parapet is taller than
the panels or the panels are setback 4' for each foot of panel height, the proposal is exempt from a discretionary
Historic Design Review. On pitched roofs, panels that are mounted parallel to the slope of the roof, setback 3'from
roof edges and located on roof areas that do not face the street are also exempt from Historic Design Review

o Panels in conservation districts: Development on most sites in conservation districts can use non-discretionary
Community Design Standards in lieu of discretionary Historic Design Review. This amendment addresses proposals
that can utilize the Community Design Standards. lt creates Community Design Standards for solar energy systems
that are located within a a conservation district. Proposals are reviewed for conformance with these standards
during building permit plan review. The standards state that on flat roofs, panels must extend no higher than 5'
above the highest point of the roof, and must be set back 5' from roof edges. On sloped roofs, panels must rise no
more than 12" above the surface of the roof, and be setback 3'from roof edges. ln addition, solar panels must be
screened from the street where the roof is flat, and may not be located on a street facing elevation where the roof is

sloped.

o Equipment that is either not exempt from Historic Design Review or cannot utilize or meet the Community Design
Standards must go through a discretionary Historic Design Review process.

o Note: These exemptions and standards do NOT apply to properties that are also Historic Landmarks or Conservation
Landmarks, recognizing the important role those resources have in preserving the city's heritage. Proposals on Land-
marks MUST go through a discretionary Historic Design Review process.

Weatherization
o Allow eaves to project further into required set-

backs (ltem #59). lncreases the allowed projection
of eaves into setbacks from 20o/o lo 40%. As a result,
larger building eaves that provide additional shading and
weather protection are allowed.

Wind Energy Systems
¡ Create Standards for Wind Energy Systems (ltem

#60). Creates definitions and setback, height, mounting,
and noise standards for both small and utility scale wind
energy systems. Wind Energy Systems are not currently
directly addressed in the zoning code. Although
Portland does not have the wind conditions to produce
large amount of power from urban turbines, allowing
these devices may help stimulate the advancement of
the technology, and encourage entrepreneurial efforts in
this industry.

Non-conforming Upgrades

Alterations that exceed an annually adjusted dollar thresh-
old (currently about $ 1 30,000) are required to spend up to
10% of the value of the project toward " upgrading " certain
site-related development closer to conformance with current
zoning standards. Examples are parking lot landscaping and
bicycle parking. These amendments recognize that changing
federal policy will make more funds available for energy-re-
lated improvements in the coming years. They also recognize
energy-related improvements as a policy priority that should
be encouraged.

o Allow money spent on investments in efficient or
renewable energy to substitute for money required
to be spend on Non-conforming Upgrades, when
required (ltem #56). This option allows the "upgrade"
money to be spent toward energy investments as well
as bringing the site closer into conformance with current
zoning standards. This provision sunsets in2012.

o Discount energy efficiency improvements from val-
ue of alterations (ltem #56). This amendment exempts
the amount spent toward specific energy improvements
from being counted toward the total project valuation
for purposes of calculating how much money should
be spent toward "non-conforming upgrades". The
improvements must be certified by the "Public Purpose
Administrator", currently the Energy Trust of Oregon.
Similar exemptions for improvements related to seismic
upgrades, ADA upgrades, and stormwater management
upgrades already exist.
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Courtyard Housing is a broad term used to describe a collection of attached or detached residences organized 
around an alternative to a traditional street like a pedestrian focused common green or a multi-functional shared 
street. They are typically medium density and located in the multi-dwelling zones of R1 and R2. ln 2007, the Court
yard Housing Design Competition, received some 250 entries, and the winning designs were reviewed against cur
rent zoning regulations. As a result, staff identified several zoning standards that may be barriers to well-designed 
courtyard housing, These amendments seek to promote more flexibility in allowed density and architectural features 
in order to encourage the more and better development of Courtyard Housing. 

o Allow greater range of allowed densities for court
yard housing projects (ltem #8 and ltem#42). Many 
of the winning competition entries were planned at a 
density that exceeds the maximum allowed in R2, but 
did not meet the minimum allowed in R1; meaning that 
they would not be allowed in either zone under current 
regulations. These amendments reduce minimum density 
in R2 and R1 zones and allows inclusion of the land area 
devoted to common greens or shared courts to be count
ed toward the maximum density. As a result, a greater; 
more flexible range of density is allowed, and the "gap" 
between the maximum allowed in R2 and the minimum 
required in R1 is eliminated. This can enable more flexible 
site design. These amendments apply only to those sites 
developed with a common green or shared court. 

Allowed number of units on a 15,000 square foot 
site with a shared court or common greenn 
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for compaiison purposes,'actual circumitances m?y vary depending 
onthe site. 

Remove requirement for internal pedestrian con
nections on smaller residential sites 10,000 square 
feet or less, and for buildings located within 20' 
from the street (ltem #12). Current standards require 
one main entrance per building be connected to a 
shared, internal pedestrian connection. The current stan
dards function well on larger sites and developments. 
But, on smaller sites that typically have 2-5 buildings and 
less than 10 units, a separate pedestrian system is not 
practical and offers little added value in terms of pedes
trian connectivity. lt also increases paved areas and limits 
opportunities for stormwater management locations. This 
amendment also exempts buildings with main entrances 
that are within 20' of a street lot line from providing an 
internal pedestrian connection for the same reasons. 

Allow and create standards for architectural fea
tures in front setbacks for courtyard housing 
developments (ltem #14). Many of the winning entries 
incorporated architectural features such as awnings, trel
lises, eaves and even portions of buildings that projected 
into the 3' minimum setback from the common green 
or shared court. These features provide for visual interest 
and a sense of enclosure. 

Allow and create standards for accessory structures 
in commonly-owned tracts for courtyard housing 
developments (ltem #15). This amendment clari
fies that certain common structures are allowed within 
shared courts, common greens, alleys and parking tracts 
that serve courtyard housing. Structures include garbage/ 
recycling structures, shared garages or carports, gaze
bos, garden structures, play structures, and bike park
ing. Height and building coverage standards for these 
structures are added. 

Allow residential parking in a shared court (ltem 
#23). Expressly allows required parking spaces (when 
required) for shared court developments to be placed 
within the shared court tract, which is held in common 
ownership with the abutting lots. This provides flexibility 
for shared court developments that cannot or choose 
not to utilize space on individual lots for parking pads or 
garages. This can increase the land area available 
for building area or usable outdoor spaces on the indi
vidual lots. 
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Solar Energy Systems

Exempt roof-mounted solar panels from
maximum height standard (ltem #3). This
amendment allows solar panels to extend be-
yond the maximum height limits roof by S-feet
above the roof for flat roofs, and 18 inches
above the roof for sloped roofs.

Exempt ground-mounted solar panels from
a conditional use reviews (ltem #48). On sites
that contain conditional uses, such as schools or
hospitals in residential zones, this allows the ad-
dition of ground-mounted solar panels without
triggering a discretionary conditional use review

Exempt roof-mounted solar panels from de-
sign revíew and some historic reviews, cre-
ate standards for solar energy systems for
projects subject to the Community Design
Standards (ltems #32 and 37). These amend-
ments apply to properties that are located in a
design overlay zone, or for properties in historic
districts or conservations districts. They eliminate
regulatory process in order to facilitate develop-
ment of solar energy technology, but also protect
the character of the building and abutting
properties from negative aesthetic impacts. The
exemptions and standards are more conserva-
tive for historic resources than for design overlay
zones, recognizing the important role those
resources have in preserving the cityb heritage.

Design Overlay Zones: (ltem #32)
. Exempt solar panels from Design Review in situations where the

building parapet already provides some screening and the equip-
ment is fairly unobtrusive. For flat roofs, if the roof has a 12" para-
pet, the top of the panel rack extends no more than 5'above the roof,
and either the parapet is taller than the panels or the panels are setback
4' for each foot of panel height, the proposal is exempt from discretion-
ary Design Review.

o Create Community Design Standards for solar energy systems.
Development on some sites can use non-discretionary Community De-
sign Standards in lieu of discretionary Design Review. This amendment
creates Community Design Standards for solar energy systems. Propos-
als are reviewed for conformance with these standards during building
permit plan review. The standards state that on flat roofs, panels must
extend no higher than 5' above the highest point of the roof, and must
be set back 5'from roof edges. On sloped roofs, panels must rise no
more than 1 2 " above the surface of the roof, and be setback 3' f rom
roof edges. Equipment that is either not exempt from Design Review
or cannot utilize or meet the Community Design Standards must go
through a discretionary Design Review process.

Regulating Existing Lots in the R5 Zone 
Proposed amendments related to the development of lots and lots of record in the R5 zone are included in this 
package. Some of the amendments address issues raised during the Lot Confirmation/Property Line Adjustment 
Task Force convened in 2008. The primary issues and solutions proposed are as follows: 

o Create definitions for Adjusted Lots and Lot Rem
nants. There are many properties throughout the city 
whose lot lines were altered prior to 1979, which is the 
year when the City began recording property line adjust
ments. After 1979, the City began reviewing property 
line adjustments for conformance to lot size standards. 
ln either case, the resulting tax map shows the originally 
platted lot lines and the new lot lines (See Figure 1). 

This code amendment introduces new names for lots 
whose lot lines have been altered through a city
approved property line adjustment or a Pre-1979 deed 
transfer. An adjusted lot is an altered property that con
sists of more than half of the originally platted lot. A lot 
remnant is an altered property that consists of half or less 
of the originally platted lot (See Figure 1). These terms are 
used to clarify when an existing piece of property (now 
labeled Adjusted Lot or Lot Remnant)can be developed, 
as explained below. 
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. 	Establish new mininrum lot dimension standards 
for development on existing lots in the R5 zone. 
Currently, development is allowed on lots (including the 
newly defined 'adjusted lots') that either meet the mini
mum lot size for the zone (3,000 sq. ft. and 36 ft. wide) 
OR have been vacant for the previous 5 years. For the 
latter option, there is no minimum lot size. This amend
ment introduces a minimum lot size for vacant lots. Those 
lots must be 2,400 sq. ft. and 25 ft. wide OR 1,600 sq. ft. 
and 36 ft. wide. 
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¡ 	Corner Lots. The smaller lot size, 1,600 sq. ft. and 36 
ft. wide, is meant to solve a common problem for sites 
comprised of 2 lots located corners where a property 
line adjustment is being pursued to accommodate one 
additional building site. When a property is not vacant 
and lines are being altered through a property line 
adjustment, both altered lots must meet the dimen
sional requirements of the zone (3,000 sq. ft and 36 ft. 
wide). Howeve; if the original lots already didn't meet 
the dimension requirements, a property line adjustment 
could still be approved if neither lot moved further out 
of conformance with the standard. ln most cases, this 
means that neither lot can be less than 2,500 square feet. 
However in many cases, the existing house is located 
as such that the lot line cannot be relocated in a clean, 
square manner while still providing 2,500 square feet of 
area. lnstead, lots with strange 'appendages' are being 
created in order to maintain the same lot size. (See Figure 
2). Since the 'appendages' do little other than complicate 
legal descriptions and create confusion for subsequent 
property owners, the amendment allows lot sizes to be as 

small as 1,600 sq. ft. and 36 ft.. wide to enable a clean 
property line configuration. (See Figure 3). 
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This group of amendments incorporates the latest thinking about local clean energy production and green building
technology. Building energy use is a major source of greenhouse gas emissions. Small scale distributed renewable
energy systems may play a role in helping to diversify our energy sources, help reduce our dependence on foreign
sources of energy, and help decrease the emissions of climate-changing greenhouse gases. This bundle of amend-
ments also facilitates weatherization efforts, and encourages rainwater harvesting, and water re-use.

The amendments generally fall into three categor¡es:
1, Remove regulatory barriers to green energy technologies and building techniques;

2. lncorporate standards that limit potential negative external impacts of such technologies; and/or

3. Clarify existing language that is currently ambiguous. Many green technologies are currently not
ddressed in the zoning code. As a result, there is currently confusion regarding what standards apply to the
associated equipment.

Overall, the amendments foster the inclusion of green technologies while maintaining the valued character of af-
fected buildings and surrounding properties.

District and Ut¡lity Energy Systems
o Clarify that smaller alternative energy producing systems are considered

an accessory use, not a primary manufacturing use or basic utility use
(ltem #61). This amendment alllows sites located in zones that do not allow
manufacturing to have alternative energy producing systems that can either a)
provide energy for the building(s) on site, b) provide energy to be sold back to
the utility grid or c) provide energy that will be distributed to a district system.

The energy production must occur from the environmental conditions of the
site such as solaç wind, geothermal, hydro and biological resources to produce

energy. This amendment provides regulatory clarity regarding the distribution
and shared use of independently produced energy to help encourage the devel-
opment of systems that provide energy on a neighborhood or district scale.

Rainwater Collection and Stormwater Management
. Exempt eco-roofs from design review (ltem #33) and some historic re-

views (ltem#38). For proposals located in a design overlay zone, exempts eco-
roofs from a discretionary design review process. For properties in a historic or
conservation district, exempts solar panels on buildings in historic or conserva-
tion districts from a discretionary historic design review process. This exemption
does NOT apply to properties that are also Historic Landmarks or Conservation
Landmarks. To qualify for the exemptions, eco-roofs must be located on a flat
roof and contain plants that do not exceed one foot in height.

o Allow use of FAR bonus'for both eco-roofs and roof-top gardens
(ltem #39). Currently, proposals are allowed to use one, but not both of these
Floor Area Ratio (FAR) bonus options in the Central City Plan District. The
amendment allows utilization of both, as long as they are not "double-count-
ed" and are two separate entities.

. Create Standards for Water Collection Cisterns (ltem #1). This amendment
creates setback standards for cisterns in all zones. ln addition, it creates Com-
munity Design Standards for cisterns in design overlay zones or with a historic
designation that are eligible to uses standards in lieu of a discretionary review.
Cisterns are not currently directly addressed in the zoning code. These amend-
ments have the effect of facilitating small cisterns in building setbacks, while
adding standards to ensure large cisterns are screened.
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¡ 	Establish minimum lot dimensions standards for "lot 
remnants". Currently, both the newly defined 'adjusted 
lots' and 'lot remnants' are developable under the same 
rules. That is, if they either meet the minimum lot size 

for the zone (3,000 sq. ft. and 36 ft. wide) OR they have 
been vacant for the previous 5 years, they are devel
opable. Howeveç this means that what was originally 
platted as one lot can effectively have two building sites; 
one on the newly defined 'adjusted lot' and the other on 
the newly defined 'lot remnant'. This amendment retains 
the existing policy for 'adjusted lots', as described above. 
Howeve[ 'lot remnants' MUST meet the minimum lot 
size for new lots in the zone (in R5, 3,000 sq. ft. and 36 
ft. wide). A 'lot remnants' that is smaller than that the 
minimum lot size is not developable, regardless if it has 

been vacant for the previous 5 years. 

This amendment resolves many situations where two 
building sites were developable though they were origi
nally platted only as one lot. Howeve[ this amendment 
also recognizes that if 'lot remnants' do meet the mini
mum lot size for new lots, they should be afforded the 
same development rights as 'adjusted lots'. 

Nofe fo City Council: The Planning Commission did not 
recommend this change, nor did they discuss this item. 
Staff's proposalto the Commission was to not allow lot 
remnants to be buílt. Subsequent to the Planning Com
mission hearing, staff has tested the original amendment 
and found that it resulted in unintended consequences. 
Therefore, this amendment proposes that lot remnants or 
combination of lot remnants that meet the minimum lot 
size of the zone be developable. (See Figure 4.) 

o Establish minimum lot dimensions standards for 
"lots of record". Property created through the exchange 
of deeds are called 'lots of record' if they were created 
prior to our subdivision requirements of 1979. They are 
not created from a land division, and are not legally 
identified as a lot per state rule. There has been difficulty 
determining when certain deeds were created for the 
purpose of selling a unit of land as a separate entity, and 
when deeds were created to transfer a unit of land from 
one property to another (what we call a property line 
adjustment today). This is especially a problem in the R5 

zone. Since it is difficult to determine this historic intent, 
the code is amended to require that any lot of record in 

the R5 zone have size and dimensional standards similar 
to the minimum lot size standards for new lots in order 
to be buildable. An exception is provided if the 'lot of re

cord' has been under separate ownership since 1979 (in 

33.1 10.C.3). This amendment should help to distinguish 
between a historically buildable lot of record and a sliver 
of land that was transferred through a historic property 
line adjustment. 

o Create an alternative to the "5 year waiting period" 
(Allow attached houses through design review to 
be built immediately). As noted above, development 
on lots zoned R5 (including the newly defined 'adjusted 
lots')that do not meet the minimum lot size standard 
for new lots in the zone ( 3,000 sq. ft. and 36 ft. wide) 
must be vacant for the previous 5 years in order to be 

developed. This minimum was established in 2003 and 
was intended to prevent the demolition of existing hous
ing stock that straddled two lots in order to build two 
"skinny houses." ln practice, the existing house was 
demolished, one replacement house was built one of the 
lots, and the other lot was left vacant for 5 years. After a 

5 year period had passed, then a second house was built 
on the second lot. This amendment proposes that two 
attached houses can be built immediately (without wait
ing 5 years), if they are approved through a Type ll Design 
Review process. This amendment takes a step towards re
solving the concerns that neighborhoods have about a lot 
sitting vacant for 5 years. lt also provides an opportunity 
for the developer to build two houses immediately, albeit 
through a discretionary public review process. 
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Bicycle Parking lE,Iio$E

City of Portland Bureau of

Planning and Sustainability
5am Adâms, Måyor I 5usân Anderson, Director

The Portland Planning Commission
is pleased to recommend that the
City Council adopt the 58 Zoning
Code amendments contained in the
latest Regulatory lmprovement Códe
Amen{me;n! P¿-ckage (RICAP l), The

Proposed amendments to bicycle parking standards relate specifically to long-term
bicycle parking-bicycle parking that is typically intended for employees of a busi-
ness or residents of multi-dwelling developments, as opposed to visitors or custom-
ers that use bicycle parking for a brief visit. The amendments specifically impact
multi-dwelling developments, not businesses or single-dwelling residences.

o Remove exemption from long-term parking requirements when bikes
will be allowed in dwelling units (ltem #27).

Currently, bike racks designated for long term parking must be provided in a
secure common space with racks. Alternatively, no long term racks are required
if bike parking is provided in individual dwelling units. The latter option has

been problematic-at time of permit, developers often indicate that bikes will
be provided in units, but latel building management have different policies
that do not allow residents to store bicycles within the unit.

lncrease the minimum required long-term parking spaces from .25
space per dwelling unit to 1.1 space per dwelling unit (Planning
Commission Add-on item).

The Planning Commission heard testimony from residents of multidwelling
buildings expressing concerns about the inadequate number of bike parking
spaces. Recent research by the Bureau of Transportation leads to the
conclusion that the current requirement of 1 space per 4 dwelling units is

insufficient. According to the Bureau's research, 70o/o of Portlanders own a

bicycle and more than half own more than one bicycle. ln addition, testimony
at the Planning Commission hearing indicated that two bicycles per house-
hold is a fairly typical circumstance. The number of Portlanders who bike to
work has increased steadrly in recent years. Portland now has the highest level

of bike commuting among the 50 largest US cities (B% of commutes). The
recently adopted Climate Action Plan sets a target of reaching a20o/o bicycle
commute share by 2030. Buildings being constructed today should accommo-
date that goal.

a m e n d.rrnç r,ltsïU.r-th e l:,!h e, Gl

Accessory 
Dwelling Units 
(ADUs) 
ADUs represent an affordable hous
ing option that can provide additional 
housing diversity in neighborhoods. 
These units can typically be integrated 
into existing neighborhoods with less 
impact than larger infill dwellings. 
One purpose of the current standards 
for ADUs is to promote their appear
ance as secondary to the primary unit 
in order to preserve the character of 
primary single-dwelling areas both in 
appearance and in impacts to sur
rounding properties. The proposed 
amendment is intended to increase 
flexibility for construction of ADUs, 
especially for sites with smaller 
houses, while maintaining a second
ary appearance, The following pro. 
þosed amendments to ADU standards 
emerged from testimony heard at 
Planning Co.mmission. 

''.'''.' 
o lncrease the relative size of 
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Loading Space Bundle (ltems #28, 
29). These amendments allow smaller 
loading spaces for uses 

that are typically served by smaller 
delivery trucks, including most 
multi-dwelling developments, or com
mercial or mixed use developments 
that have relatively small amounts of 
commercial space, less than 20,000 
square feet. Currently, the standard is 

35' by 10', which can be logistically 
difficult to accommodate. The pro
posal revises the space size to 1B' by 
9'. Buildings with more than 20,000 
square feet of commercial uses or 
more than 100 dwelling units are still 
required to accommodate the larger 
loading space. 

Fence Height Bundle (ltems # 7, 17). These amendments tailor fence height 
regulations to a few common situations that are not well addressed by the cur
rent regulations. 

The current fence 
regulations for resi
dential zones allow 
a smaller fence in 

the front (31/z feet) 
and a larger fence 
(B feet) in the side 
and rear setbacks. 
Howeveç some 
houses on corner 
lots have the main 
entrance oriented 
to the legally 
defined SIDE yard 
(the wider of the 
two frontages on a corner lot). As a result, fences up to B feet can be built 
on the frontage with the main entrance, while only a 3 lzfoot fence can be 
located on the FUNCTIONAL side yard of the house. The functional side yard 
of the house is often the only usable outdoor area on houses of this type. This 
amendment would allow closure of the usable outdoor space, and prevent the 
obscurity of the main entrance by a tall fence in situations where the house is 

oriented toward the side yard on a corner lot. (See Figure 5.) 

Fences in Commercial, Employment and lndustrial Zones are currently subject 
to no height limitations. While tall, solid, fences may be appropriate in some 
situations, for example on a shared property line between two manufacturing 
developments, they are generally not appropriate where they create a barrier 
between a building and a street. Several complaints have been received where 
the installation of a tall, solid fence close to the street has reduced visual access 
into the property and degraded the pedestrian experience. This amendment 
would require that fences that abut a street or pedestrian connection either be 
limited Io 3 lz feet in height OR be limited to 8 feet in height and be at least 
50% open, allowing some views into the property. 
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Moore-Love, Karla 

From: Mark & Annette Bendinelli [bendinelli@mac.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 05,2010 4:04 PM 
To: Moore-Love, Karla 
Cc: Betsy; Becky Guest 
Subject: [Attachment was removed]City Council Mtg.- Retaining Walls 

Dear Ms. Moore-Love 

We are writing regarding one of the items to be discussed at tomorrow's 2 p.m.City Council meeting, The item is part of 
the RICAP 5 Code Amendments (Chapter 33.910), and deals with adding a definition of retaining walls to the zoning code. 
We would like to propose that in addition to defining a retaining wall, the council also consider adding certain requirements 
to the code. These would include the following: 

. Reduce the visual impact of retaining walls by requiring them to be terraced above a certain reasonable height 
(Washington County allows a maximum height of 7'without a tier). 

. Require a setback large enough to support landscaping between the sidewalk and the retaining wall, and require that 
some form of landscaping be done. 

A 12'high retaining wallwas recently erected on NE Regents Drive, in the Alameda neighborhood, and this wall represents 
exactly why the above requirements are needed (see attached photo). Limiting the height of this wall would have avoided 
an excessively high, sheer cement face abutting a residential sidewalk. lt would also be useful in instances (such as this 
one), where the homeowners plan to add a fence to the top of the wall, increasing the total height of the structure to 16'. 

Requiring a setback for landscaping would have made this wall less unsightly and more compatible with its surroundings. 
This tall cement monolith is a jarring piece of bare hardscape in an otherwise highly landscaped area, and it will 
undoubtedly be a popular target for graffiti. ln addition, it obstructs the homeowner's sight line to the street and prevents 
contact with neighbors, which could encourage vandalism and other undesirable activity on its unsupervised side. 

Other Oregon areas (such as Washington County) have added retaining wall requirements to their zoning codes, and we 
would like to request that the City of Portland follow suit. Over 20 of us in the Alameda neighborhood voiced our vehement 
objection to the retaining wall construction on Regents Drive (see attached correspondence with Susan McKinney of the 
BDS dated 11110109), but unfortunately our hands--and the city's--were tied because there are no requirements in place 
that address this issue. We are requesting that the City Council add retaining wall regulations to the zoning code in the 
coming year. 

Karla, if you could submit this email and its attachments to the City Council members prior to their 2 p.m. meeting 
tomorrow, we would very much appreciate it. 

Thank you, and please let us know if you have any questions. 

Annette and Mark Bendinelli 
503-249-0958 

The City of Portland has removed one or more attachments that violated email policy. 
For questions please call the BTS Helpdesk at 503-823-5'199 

* ** * * * * *** * * * * * * **** * * **** * * * * **** * *** * * *** * **** ***** * * ** * ** * * 
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Moore-Love, Karla 

From: Richman, Jessica
 

Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 201 0 12:23 PM
 

To: Moore-Love, Karla
 

Cc: Engstrom, Eric (Planning); Wood, Sandra
 

Subject: FW:
 

Karla-

Here's a communicat¡on for the Council on RICAP 5. He did not include his address; should lask him 
for it? 

--Jess ica 

From I Pete fma ilto : goodman peter2004@yahoo,com]
 
Sent: Monday, January 04,2010 5:01 pM
 

To: Richman, Jessica
 
cc: Adams, Sam; commissioner FriÞ; commissioner saltzman; Leonard, Randy
 
Subject:
 

Please pass my support on to the commission and please enter my input into the record.
 

I support the Commìssion for removirg the allowance for parking i¡ the front setback on certain narrow
 
lots frorn the agenda.
 

The reason I support the Cornrnission is because I attended several Citywide Land Use Group meetings 
moderated by Bonny McKnight. 

When the presentation about parking being allowed in the fi'ont setback on celtain natlow lots or placing garages in front of 
narrow houses was proposed... the lepresentatives ofthe neighborhood associations from the easi side õfthe iiver went 
ballistic.
 

Designing homes to allow for off-street parking is not just an aesthetic issue.
 

Having the convenience of a car at one's front doot ellcoutages motor vehicle use.
 

This is in clirect conflict with the Climate Action Plan just passed by the City Council.
 

concelning fences and heiglrts ... CPTED dictates that there be No fences.
 

Has the Police Department been given an opportunity to weigh in on this issue?
 

Fences remove "eyes-on-tlte-street".
 

F'ences prolnote criminals stalking ancl lying in wait for victims ... like those poor wotltetì were stalked who were sexually

assaultecf in my close-in NW neighborhood.
 

Thank you for reading this and thank you for.keeping us in the loop.
 

Pete Colt
 

L/512010
 


